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§0. Introduction.
There is a classicalresult that an ellipticcurve with a non-trivial automor-
phism is determined uniquely by the automorphism. So that we expect also in
higher dimensional cases many automorphisms will affect the structure of the
base space. The formulation of this idea is as follows: Let T be an n-dimen-
sional complex torus with an automorphism ip and A<^GLn{C) be the complex
representation of <p. Then AQ―QN for a period matrix Q of T and N^GL2n(Z).
Hence we have
r
＼o A＼Q
N
where ― denotes the complex conjugate. Thus allthe eigenvalues of A are units
of algebraic number fields of degree ^2n. We shall study here the structure of
T when one of the eigenvalues has the degree 2n. In thiscase all of them have
the degree In and let us call <p(or A) an automorphism of degree 2n. The main
results are stated in the following section. The author would like to express his
hearty thanks to Prof. K. Uchida and Prof. T. Takeuchi for valuable suggestions.
§1. Statement of main results.
In the sequel we assume that <p has the degree 2?i except Lemma 2.1 and
Theorem 2.2.
First we fix our notation as follows: We consider only the case n^2,
{a1} ･■･,an} : the eigenvalues of A,
K=Q(au ･･･, an, alt ･･■,an),
G=Gal{K/Q),
p : the complex conjugate mapping,
<pt:the isomorphism Q(≪i)―*Q(ofi)over Q, where (pi(a1)=ai (i=l, ■■･,n),
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S: the set of all the elements of G Inducing some <pt on Q(at),
<Bm : the symmetric group of degree m,
9Im : the alternating group of degree m,
em=exp(27rV―1/m),
a(T): the algebrric dimension of T, i.e., tr. deg.cC(T), where C(T) is the field
of meromorphic functions on T.
In this situation our main results are stated as follows:
Theorem I. // T has an automorphism of degree 2n, then a(T)―0 or n.
Suppose further that G=c2n or %in- Then a(T)=Q.
Theorem II. Suppose that T has an automorphism of degree 2n and Q{a^)/Q
is a Galois extension. Then we have thefollowing when n is a prime number.
(i) If a 2-Sylow group of G is normal, then a(T)=n.
(ii) // a 2-Sylow group of G is not normal, then a(T)=n if and only if S
is a subgroup of G.
When n=2, we can statein detailthe relationbetween a(T) and the struc-
ture of K, thatis,
Theorem III. Let DA {resp. Ck) be the dihedral group of order 8 {resp. the
cyclic group of order k.) Then
(1) fl(T)=0 if and only if (i) G=<54, or (ii) G= .4,or (iii)G = D4 and Q(≪i)
(2) a(T)=2 if and only if (iv) G = DA and Q(≪i)=Q(a2), or (v) G=C2xC2, or
(vi) G=C4.
Of course there exist many complex tori with each structure of K listed
above. Moreover in case a(T)=2, we have the following results for the structure
of T.
Theorem IV. Suppose that T is a non-simple abelian surface with an auto-
morphism of degree 4. Then T is isogeneous to ExE, where E, is an elliptic
curve with a period (1, X) such that X is an imaginary quadratic integer tr(A) or
det(^4). On the other hand, suppose that T is a simple abelian surface with an
automorphism of degree 4. Then T is isoeenous to V=C2/A, where
^
(1C
＼1 c
C2 C8＼
C4 C/
Thhorem V. Under the same assumption and notationas in the latterpart
of Theorem IV, suppose further |a,-|<2 (i=＼,2). Then T is isomorphic to V.
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This theorem provides an extension of the classical fact for the elliptic
curves mentioned in the Introduction. Of course the assumption |af |<2 (z―1, 2)
is necessary, for we have an example that two distinct simple abelian surfaces
have the same automorphism of degree 4 (Remark 3.8). Unfortunately the latter
part of Theorem IV cannot be extended to 3-dimensional abelian varieties. Such
an example will be given in §4. By Theorem III,the latter part of Theorem IV
is also false when T is not algebraic.
§2. n-dimensional case.
Recall that we do not assume that <phas the degree 2n in Lemma 2.1 and
Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 2.1. Let H be a dominant Riemann form on T (Ch. VI, [3]). Then
for any Riemann form H' on T, thereexistsa constantc>0 such that cH(z,z)
^H'(z, z) for any z^Cn .
Proof. See Ch. VI in [3].
Theorem 2.2. Let d=m^yi{di＼di=＼Q{ai): Q＼,i=l, ■･■, n) and r=a{T). Then
dSmax{2r} 2(n-r)}.
Proof. Let H be a dominant Riemann form on T, and put (A*H)(z, w)=
H{Az, Aw). Tnen A*H Is also a Riemann form on T. Hence 0^H(Az, Az)S
cH(z, z) for some c>0. Thus AW―W, where W is the kernel of H. Taking a
suitable basis, we may assume
＼0 AJ
where the size of A2 is r. Let T* be the algebraic reduction of T. Then it is
easy to see that A2 induces an automorphism of T*. This proves the Theorem.
The former part of Theorem I is a corollary of the above Theorem. In
what follows we assume that ip has the degree 2n. Then set T=Cn/Q, where
Q
1 a, a＼ ■■■ a'i71'1
1 n ^2 ... ^271-1
1 tin IXn ≪-n
It is easy to see that t is a finite covering of T. Hence in particular a(T)
a(T). Then we have the following
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Theorem 2.3. // there is a pair (i, j) such that ＼Q(ait a,): Q(ai)＼=2n ―1,
then fl(T)=0.
Proof. Suppose a{T)~n, i.e., a(T)~n. Then there exists an alternating
matrix C(EGL2n(Q) such that 000=0. Which implies
Hence
271
E ckmaki-1af-1=Q, where C^=(ckm)
=(aj-at) S ckm(aiaJ)k-＼aT-*-1+a?-k-tai+ - +≪r*-1)
Jfe<m
A
Since aj^cYi, we obtain
S ckm(af~2ati-1+af-saki+ ･･･-＼-a'rlaf"2)=0 .
l£fe<mS2n
In this equation the degree of ≪_,-is at most 2n―2, hence we infer that Cjm=0
for all k, m. This is a contradiction. Hence a(T)^n, i.e.,we have a(T)=Q by
the former part of Theorem I.
The latter part of Theorem I is an easy consequence of the above Theorem.
Lemma 2.4 (§8.1,[2]). (Q(≪i); {<fi})is a CM-type if and only if we have
G = S{JSapa~1 and Sapa~1―apa~1S for every a^G.
Lemma 2.5. // S is a subgroup of G, then (Q(cti);{<pj) is a CM-type and
hence a{T)=n.
Proof. We have only to check the conditions in the above Lemma. Since
＼G: S＼=2, S is a normal subgroup of G. Suppose Sr＼Sopa~1i=0 for some <;eG.
Then we get a relation apa~1^S, i.e., p<=e~1So=S. This is a contradiction,
for S cannot contain p.
Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem II. Suppose that Q(ax)/Q is a
Galois extension and n = p is a prime number. When p=2, the assertionis clear.
So that we assume p^2. Then there are exactly n or one 2-Sylow subgroups
in G. If there is only one 2-Sylow subgroup, then {1, p] is the unique 2-Sylow
group and hence it is normal, i.e., ap=pa for every aeG. Thus a(T)=n by
Lemma 2.4. On the other hand, suppose the 2-Sylow group is not normal. Then
G is generated by p and a, where ap=l, pap~ar, r2= l(mod. p), r^=l(mod. p),
(Ch. 4, [1]). If a(T)=n, then (Q(a1); {<pt})is a CM-type. By Lemma 2.4, we
have S<jpff~1p=S. Since apa'1p = (ik for l<k<p and SbI, we obtain S^ak,
whence S^>amk for all m. As #S=/>, we conclude that S={1, a, ･■■,a7"1}. By
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Lemma 2.5 we have the "only if" part of (ii).
Remark 2.6. // the order of A is finite,then G is an abelian group. Hence
a(T)=n. As an application of this,we have a(T)=n if laJ^l for all i.
§3. 2-dimensional case.
First we shall prove some lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (T. TakeuchI). Let F be a CM-field of degree 4. // F has an
imaginary unit, then F/Q is a Galois extension.
Proof. If F has a non-trivialroot of unity, then F/Q is a Galois extension.
Thus we assume that F has only trivialroots of unity. In this case the degree
of an imaginary unit a is 4 and F=Q(a). Let £(resp. e0) be the fuadamental unit
of F (resp. Fr＼R). Then a―±em and eo=±ek for some integers m, k. Thus
a6 is real. Now let a, /3,a, and /3be the conjugates of a. Then we see (a/a)k
= 1 and so a+a=0. Similarly /3+/3=O. Therefore, as NF/Q(a)=l, we see ap=
±1. Hence F/Q is a Galois extension.
Lemma 3.2. Under the same assumption and notation as in Lemma 3.1, sup-
pose further that F/Q is a cyclic extension. Then F=Q(e5).
Proof. As F contains no imaginary quadratic elements, it suffices to show
that F has a non-trivial root of unity. Now let a be a generator of Gal (F/Q)
and put fi=a(a), where a is an imaginary unit. Since NF/Q(a)=l, we have
＼ap＼= ＼ff(aP)＼= ＼o＼ap)＼= ＼a＼aP)＼=L Thus a/3 is a root of unity. If a/3= + l,
then a―az(a)―a((H)=o(±l/a)=±l/fi=a. This contradicts the assumption that
a is an imaginary unit of F, and we can conclude a/3 is a non-trivial root of
unity.
Corollary 3.3. Let F be a CM-field of degree 4. // it contains no imagi-
nary quadratic elements and contains an imaginary unit, then F=Q(e5).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, F/Q is a Galois extension of Q. Suppose Gal (F/Q)
―C2xC2. Then F contains an imaginary quadratic subfield. Thus Gal(F/Q) has
to be cyclic.
Next we considerQ(ai) when n=2
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that n―2. Then Q(a), a―ai or a2> is a Galois exten-
sion over Q if and only if Q(a)^dt.
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Proof. If Q(a)3a, then Q(a)^k=Q(a+a, aa)i~-Q. Since k is a real qua-
dratic field,Q{a) turns outito be a CM-field. Hence Q(a)/Q is a Galois extension
by Lemma 3.1.
Now we proceed to the proof of Theorem III. If G ―c4, or 9I4,then a(T)=0
by Theorem I. When K is of type (iii),T is not a simple abelian surface owing
to Lemma 3.1. Hence suppose that T is a non-simple abelian surface. Then T
which is defined in §2 is also a non-simple abelian surface, i.e., t is isogeneous
to ExE', where E and E' are ellipticcurves whose period matrices are (1, ft)
and (1, a') respectively. Hence we have
i /I ≪i a＼
＼1 a2 a＼
M
where PeGL(2, C), AfeAf4(Z). Thus we have a polynomial /(i)eZ[x] with
degree^3 such that /(aO^O, J(/(≪i),/(≪2))eL and W(≪i), 2/(a2))eL, where ^
is an imaginary number ft or // and L is the lattice generated by the column
vectors of Q. Thus we get feQ((xdr＼Q(a2). Since Q(a1)^Q(a2), we have QU)
=Q(cci)r＼Q((x2). Then QU) is an imaginary quadratic field and Q(X)=Q(a1+a2, axd2)
by Lemma 3.4. As <xx and ≪2 are the conjugate of each other over Q{1), the
isomorphism ax^a2 induces the complex conjugate mapping on Q(X). Hence we
have W(≪i), J/(≪2))eL. This means ＼Q,(i-])/(a2))GL. Thus we obtain 1=1
This is a contradiction. Consequently a(T)=0. Next we consider the case where
K is of type (iv) or (v). Then we infer readily that Q(≪i+≪2, or1^2) is an ima-
ginary quadratic field by Lemma 3.4. Hence ≪1a2=e7a, m=l, 2, 3, 4, or 6. If
m=l or 2, put J.=<Xi+a2. If not so, put X=a1az. Note that ax-＼-a% can be ex-
pressed like he.m.+ k, h, kc=Z in the latter case. Since 2.is an algebraic integer,
Bi
-x 0)
defines an automorphism of ExE, where E=C/(1, X). Then T is isogenous to
ExE, because the eigeavalues of B are au a2. Finally if G=C4, then K is a
CM-field. Hence a(T)=-2 by Remark 2.6. Since the Galois group of any irredu-
cible equation of degree 4 with rational coefficients is isomorphic to one of >4,
W4, Diy C2xC2, and C4, we have proved Theorem III.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose T has an automorphism A of degree 4. Then T
is an abelian variety if and only if det(^4) is a root of unity.
Proof. If K is of type (i),(ii), or (iii), then axdLy is a conjugate of a,a2.
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Thus aia'ais not a root of unity, for we have o^a^l by Lemma 3.4. By
Theorem III,thisimplies a(T)=2 if det(A)is a root of unity. The converse is
wellknown.
Now let us consider the structure of the abelian surfacesin detail.The
former part of Theorem IV has been proved during the proof of Theorem III.
So that we study the structurewhen T is simple. Then Endo(T)=/i is a cyclic
extension. Hence K=Q(e&) by Lemma 3.2. By the way, we may assume A and
a period matrix Q of T as follows:
A=
＼0 aj
/
1
0)12 Q)13 0>i4＼
＼ 1
ft>22 0)23 <l>2il
Since T has the automorphism A, we have LZDL, where L is the lattice gener-
ated by the column vectors of Q. We also define V'=C2/A', where
＼1 C3 C C7
And let Lj, (resp. La-) denote the lattice generated by the column vectors of
A (resp. A'). Since {1,£,C2,C8} is a basis of algebraic integers of Q(Q, we have
La^dL or LypZjL. It is easy to see that V is isomorphic to V. Thus 1s turns
out to be a finitecovering of V. In consepuence T is isogenous to F. Thus we
have proved the latter part of Theorem IV.
Remark 3.6. Since ALa~La or ALa,―La>, V or V has also the automor-
phism A when T is a simple abeliansurface.
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem V, let us fixsome notation.
Since (l+ V5)/2 is a fundamental unit of Q(Q, we can express as a1―
CM(l+V~5)/2}m and ai=a{ai) for <yeGaI(Q(Q/Q). Then, let us write a1=dm,
a2=sm, A=Am and T=Tm by using suffix m. In this notation we have the
following
Theorem 3.7. (1) // two abelian surfrces have the same automorphism
Am (m=0, ±1), then they are isomorphic to each other.
(2) // Tm and V are isomorphic to each other, then m=0, ±1.
Proof. Define
J(m)=
Ah G C, C3)
Then J(m)=± {i4+(-l)roum-l}/5 where Mm-{(l+V5)/2}2ra+{(l-V5V2}2m.
Hence we see that J(m)=±l if and only If m―0, ±1. Thus {1, 8m, dt, 81} Is
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a basis of algebraic integers of K=Q(Q if and only if m=G, ±1. Now, let M
(resp. Mm) be the free Z-module generated by {1, <w12,o)ls,a)u} {1, <5m,dm, <5 })-
Then, M and Mm are ideals of if if m=Q, ±1, because T and Tm have the same
automorphism Am. Since the class number of K is 1, we have M=ftMm for some
/ieff. Thus L―PLTm for P=/i 4- <j(/u),where + indicates the direct sum of
matrices and LTjn=L. This means that T and Tm are isomorphic to each other
when m=0, ±1. Next assume that Tm is isomorphic to V. Then Tm has also
an automorphism B of order 5. Since all the elements of Endo(Tm) are repre-
sented by diagonal matrices, we may assume B=£+o(Q for some a^Gal(K/Q).
Then we have LTjii=La. Whence we obtain m=0, +1.
Now, let us prove Theorem V. Note that |<5m|<2, |£m[<2 are equivalent
to m=0, ±1. Combining Remark 3.6 and Theorem 3.7,(1), we see immediately
that Tm is isomorphic to V when m=0. ±1.
Remark 3.8. Though V (or V) and Tm have the same automorphism Am,
they are not isomorphic to each other when |m|2^2.
As a result of Theorem V, we have the following
Theorem 3.9. Let X be a simple abelian surface of CM-type. Then X has
a non-trivial automorphism of finite order if and only if X is isomorphic to V.
Proof. We have only to prove the "only if" part. Since F=Endo(^) is a
CM-field, it is a Galois extension over Q by Lemma 3.1. Referring to 8.4,([2]),
we see F/Q has to be a cyclic extension. Then F―Q(e5) by Lemma 3.2. Now,
let m be the order of the automorphism. Then we have m=3,4, 5,6,8,10, or 12.
But F does not contain any imaginary quadratic elements, so that ra=5 or 10.
Thus the above Theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem V.
§4. Some examples.
Example 4.1. We shall give examples of (iii)and (iv) in Theorem III. Let
a, B be the two roots of x2―(1+V― 1)^ + 1=0. Then, define
,11 a
1 ＼1 /3
a2 as＼
Uf
/32 /3V
c/l
1 a a2
1
Since a 8=1 and aft is not a root of unity, we have
Corollary 3.5. Of course Gal(Q(a, B, a, ji)/Q)=DA.
S p
≪3＼
a{X1)=2 and a(X2)=R by
Example 4.2. There is a 3-dimensionalsimple abelian variety T such that
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it has an automorphism of degree 6, but Endo(T)/Q is not a Galois extension. In
fact, let at (z=l, 2,3) be the roots of an equation xz―Ax+l―Q. And let K=
Q(Z, ax) where X―ez or eA. Then K is a non-Galois CM-field. Define embeddings
(pi'.Kc+C (z=l,2,3) as follows <piQ)=<p2.(A)=A, <ps(X)=l, ^>i(a1)=ai. Referring to
Proposition 26 (Ch. II, [2]), we see that the CM-type (K; {<pu <p2,<p3})is primitive.
Thus, if we put T=C*/Q where
1
1
1
a3l
(a^)2 - (M)5
(a2ty - {ad?
(aj.)3 ■■■ (aj.)5
then Endo(T)s/T and T has an automorphism a1X+ail+ a^X.
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